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Due to the aero-engines in a high temperature, pressure, and spool speed environment, the concurrent faults in actuator/sensor
combined with degradation of the aero-engine could arise the problem of closed-loop instability during the flight. For this
purpose, an improved hybrid fault-tolerant control (FTC) technique has been studied in this paper to deal with simultaneous
failure of actuators and sensors associated with health parameters of the typical components’ degradation in aero-engines. The
improved hybrid FTC structure combined with the nonlinear thermodynamic component-level (NCL) model-based estimation
method merges fault estimation of actuators/sensors and typical components’ degradation estimation process into the FTC
process. A robust H∞ state feedback controller under the disturbance of simultaneous actuator and sensor faults is designed in
the proposed method, together with the switching algorithm serving for the fault estimation and improved hybrid FTC
channels. In order to show the feasibility of the proposed method, several semiphysical experiments are engaged to illustrate
that the improved hybrid FTC structure can save the tolerant-control time and improve performance of the control system.

1. Introduction

During the aero-engine operation process, whether there
exist failures of actuators and sensors in the closed-loop
control system, or performance degradation of the aero-
engine components, it may arise the problem of instability
of the aero-engine. For these failures are critical to the
safety of aero-engines, some methods have been developed
in recent decades to reduce the influence of these failures
when they occur. Fault-tolerant control (FTC) is one of
these methods, and its characteristics ensures that the
aero-engine system maintains an acceptable level of per-
formance when the aero-engine close-loop control system
failure occurs, such as actuator or sensor fault [1]. And
the fault diagnosis technology, as a reliable solution, plays
critical role in FTC systems [2, 3].

Fault diagnosis-based methods are categorized by
model-based and data-driven methods, and the most rep-
resentative methods include Kalman filtering, fault
observers, and artificial intelligence method such as neural
network. Fault observer-based method shows great conve-

nience and application prospects in the design of FTC sys-
tem [4–16]. However, the traditional fault observer-based
FTC method focuses on a certain type of faults, but the
fault situation is very complex in actual situation. There-
fore, it needs to be considered in further development of
the FTC technology, and FTC allows maintaining current
performance close to desirable ones and preserve stability
conditions in the presence of actuator/sensor faults with
typical components’ degradation [17]. There are two main
groups of FTC techniques, namely, the active and the pas-
sive. The passive FTC techniques are control laws that
take into account the fault appearance as a system pertur-
bation. Thus, within certain margins, the control law has
inherent fault capabilities, allowing the system to cope
with the fault presence. On the other hand, the active
FTC techniques adapt the control law using the informa-
tion given by a Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) mod-
ule. With this information, some automatic adjustments in
the control loop are done after the fault appearance trying
to satisfy the control objectives with minimum perfor-
mance degradation. The development and characteristics
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of both active and passive approaches have been reviewed
by the survey papers appeared in the last decades [18, 19].
On the other hand, a comparative study between the two
approaches can be referred to [20, 21].

Typically, in a conventional fault diagnosis, the number
of health parameters to be estimated should be less than or
equal to the number of the aero-engine output numbers.
However, in practice, once the actuator and sensor fail at
the same time, the two related fault observers cannot distin-
guish between these two types of faults, because they affect
the aero-engine output together. To deal with the problem,
health management system with an on-board engine model
(OBEM) has been added to the aero-engine control system
to enhance safety and improve engine performance; it can
calculate the performance parameters of typical aero-
engine components [22–24]. This hybrid estimation struc-
ture composed of Kalman filter and OBEM is called a hybrid
Kalman filter (HKF) [25–29].

A real-time self-tuning model for aero-engine perfor-
mance monitoring and fault diagnosis has been proposed in
[30–32]. An online tuning aero-engine model (eSTORM)
updated by Kalman filter has been presented by [33, 34]. A
set of HKFs has been derived to isolate aero-engine sensor
faults in [35, 36]. A sensor fault-tolerant OBEM tuning struc-
ture has been established in [2, 37]. Among of the previous lit-
eratures, the application of HKF in diagnosis analysis of
simultaneous actuators and sensors faults have been devel-
oped. However, the time-consuming during the diagnosis
and control process is still a challenging topic in future study.

In this paper, in order to minimize the influence of
simultaneous faults of actuators and sensors, an improved
hybrid FTC method is proposed, and there are three mod-
ules in its structure. The first one is Fault Detection and
Isolation (FDI) module. The other one is FTC combined
with fault estimation by an improved hybrid FTC module.
In addition, there is channel-switching module utilized to
change the process of FDI and FTC. In this structure,
the estimation process of faults in actuators and sensors,
the performance degradation estimation process in typical
aero-engine components, and FTC process are merged
into one process, associated with significant reduction of
processing time of the FTC.

The following contents contain four sections. Section 2
establishes the thermodynamic nonlinear component-level
model of an aero-engine and performs several typical
component performance degradation simulations. Section
3 addresses the derivation of the build-up model for the
improved hybrid FTC structure and provides the robust
H∞ state feedback controller under the disturbance of sen-
sor and actuator faults. In addition, the switching algo-
rithm serving for the FDI and hybrid FTC channels is
described in details. Experimental work and its results
are conducted and discussed in Section 4 to show the fea-
sibility of the improved hybrid FTC algorithm. And sum-
mary and conclusions are given in Section 5.

Notation: I is the unit matrix. The symbol mean the var-
iables in this paper are estimated parameters of the Kalman
filter, and the symbol ∗ indicates the symmetric term of a
symmetric matrix.

2. Description of Aero-Engine Model and
Control System

2.1. Aero-Engine with Performance Degradation. The aero-
engine studied in this paper is a high bypass two-spool tur-
bofan engine. The main components of the engine includes
a fan, a three-stage low pressure axial compressor (LPC), a
nine-stage high-pressure axial compressor (HPC), a single-
annular combustion chamber, a one-stage high-pressure tur-
bine (HPT), and a four-stage low-pressure turbine (LPT).
The configuration of this aero-engine is shown in Figure 1.
A NCL model is described in our previous literatures [38]
and implemented by MATLAB/Simulink environment
[39], and its structure is also shown in Figure 2 of [38].

It has no doubt that the physical fault like fouling and
erosion might change the aerodynamic behavior and flow
area of the components. The influences on aero-engine’s
performance can be described by change of one or two
independent parameters of the gas path component. These
independent parameters are its efficiency (η) and flow
capacity (F) [38, 40]. Such parameters can describe perfor-
mances of corresponding components, e.g., compressors
and turbines. Any deviation of η and F from the nominal
values is an indication of state of the unhealthy compo-
nent. Changes in η and F of a component lead to the
change of other dependent parameters, such as tempera-
ture and pressure.

2.2. Simulation Result of the Component Health Parameter
Degradation. Generally, fouling or erosion occurred in a
component can be represented by an appropriate alternation
in component η and F [41]. The ratio of the change of F to
the change of η is set referring to open literatures, which is
subjective to researchers. In order to verify the established
NCL model is capable of estimating the degradation status
of the aero-engine, simulations on various health parameters
are conducted. Table 1 shows the component degradation
with respect to four typical health parameters, including F
and η changes of the HPC and HPT.

Figure 2 shows the effect of the component degradation
on the aero-engine inlet/outlet temperature, pressure, and
physical spool speeds. It is observed that all health parame-
ters vary linearly with increasing degree of the degradation.

2.3. Structure of the Engine Control System. An aero-engine
control system generally consists of set-point, transient and
protection controls. The set-point controller is designed for
the steady-state operating condition. However, an aero-
engine is considered at the transient state sometimes, when
some or all of its performance variables are variable with
time. Compared to the steady condition, the transient con-
troller experiences much large and significant performance
change in a relatively short time period. To protect engines
from undesirable operating conditions such as stalls, surges,
exceeding of turbine temperature limit, combustion flame-
out, and overspeed of shaft rotation, it is necessary to pro-
vide the protection control loop. The literatures [38, 40]
details the typical aero-engine control system structure. Dif-
fering from most researches which focus on aero-engine
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component health parameter degradation, this study
attempts to introduce the impact of sensor and actuator
faults into health parameter degradation to analyze the per-
formance of an aero-engine.

3. Design of Improved Hybrid FTC

3.1. Proposed Schematic Fault-Tolerant Control System.
Actuators in an engine system transform electric or potential
energy into mechanical energy to adjust the positions or
valves opening of inlets, nozzles, and vanes. The FTC based
on fault estimation is shown in Figure 3 [9, 38]. The fault
estimation is considered as a comparator between the actual
output and the estimated output. When the minimized com-
parison is to a desired level, the estimation process is fin-
ished, together with a credible estimation result. However,
there exists the estimation error will occur in the FTC sys-
tem when the closed-loop system receives the estimation
information while the fault estimation is still running.

In this paper, an improved hybrid FTC structure is pro-
vided to maintain the performance at a specific level and
keep the stability of the closed-loop system when aero-
engine components deteriorate associated with simultaneous
fault of some sensors and actuators. There are three modules
in an improved hybrid FTC structure. The first one is an FDI
module consisting of a set of HKFs, which can be used to
locate the faulty actuators and sensors. The second module
is a fault-tolerant controller, which can handle fault estima-
tion and FTC simultaneously. The last one is a channel-
switching module, which is utilized to change the process
of an FDI to an FTC. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the
improved hybrid FTC structure.

In the actual operation of the aero-engine, the failure of
the actuator or sensor and the degradation of the aero-
engine typical component health parameters may occur at
the same time. If the FDI module is used in this case, the
right decision can be made by the improved hybrid FTC
structure. Considering the limitation of the number of mea-
sured output, the improved hybrid FTC structure is able to
receive the information of fault location to ensure that the
estimation of the improved hybrid FTC structure is related
to the fault result. And before the FTC process starts, the

FDI must provide the corresponding information. If a fault
exists, the switching module triggers the estimation process.
The improved hybrid FTC algorithm then adjusts its struc-
ture based on the information provided by the FDI and
completes the FTC process, and the process is shown in
Figure 4. For a comprehensive understanding of the
improved hybrid FTC system, its structure and algorithm
are addressed in following paragraphs.

3.2. Design of Improved Hybrid FTC

3.2.1. Improved HFE Structure. It has been found that FDI-
based methods are feasible to determine deviation of the
aero-engine typical component health parameters. However,
these diagnostic methods may encounter some situations
when identifying the degradation of the aero-engine typical
components and the concurrent faults of actuators and sen-
sors. Previous studies on the FDI system have indicated that
its accuracy is acceptable in engine diagnosis, but it is usually
associated with complex calculation process and ineffective
to identify the fault [4, 9, 25, 33].

An FDI module in improved hybrid FTC structure is
provided in [2], in which a hybrid fault estimator (HFE)
with functions to adjust the output is employed to perform
fault estimation. There are two subparts in the HFE, which
are Kalman filter and OBEM, and by using nonlinear
OBEM, HFE can improve the estimation accuracy. The
structure of a HFE is depicted in Figure 5. The improved
HFE in this paper is a nonlinear estimator including HKF
and the OBEM, and HKF is used to adjust the output of
the OBEM instead of estimate the output of the actual
engine. In this structure, the HKF transmits the estimated
health information to the OBEM, and the OBEM calculates
the measured output for HKF. In the improved HFE, the
Kalman filter is like a controller in a conventional closed-
loop system, controlling the output of OBEM to track the
output of the actual aero-engine [36].

The linear model including both of actuator and sensor
fault is

Δ _x tð Þ = AΔx tð Þ + B Δu tð Þ + f a tð Þð Þ + LΔh tð Þ,
Δy tð Þ = CΔx tð Þ +D Δu tð Þ + f a tð Þð Þ +MΔh tð Þ +Vf s tð Þ,

(

ð1Þ

where f aðtÞ = ½ f mf f VBV �T denotes to the actuators bias,

and f sðtÞ = ½ f NH
f NL

f T FAN
f PFAN

�T is the measured output
error caused by the sensor fault. To be easily understood,
the input of the established aero-engine model is simplified
by two variables. It should be noted that it does not affect
the effectiveness of the proposed method because the pro-
posed model does not rely on the number of variables.

Assuming that the number of state variables of the Kal-
man filter is at least equal to the number of sensors, the
hybrid Kalman filter is

Δ _̂x tð Þ = AKalΔx̂ tð Þ + KKal y tð Þ − ŷ tð Þð Þ,
ŷ tð Þ = CKalΔx̂ tð Þ + yOBEM tð Þ,

(
ð2Þ
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Figure 1: The structural diagram of the typical two-spool engine.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Simulation results of component’s degradation.
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where x̂ =

x

h

f aðiÞ
f sðjÞ

2
66664

3
77775, AKal =

A L B 0

0 0 0 0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2
66664

3
77775,

and CKal = C M D V . KKal =
K1

K2

" #
is a gain matrix

of the Kalman filter, gotten based on [6]. The element k1
in KKal is the coefficient of spool speed, and k2 denotes the
coefficient of health parameter or fault. yðtÞ is the measured
aero-engine output. yOBEMðtÞ is the output of the OBEM,
and the OBEM is

_xOBEM tð Þ = f xOBEM tð Þ, umod tð Þ, href tð Þð Þ,
yOBEM tð Þ = g xOBEM tð Þ, umod tð Þ, href tð Þð Þ,

(
ð3Þ

where xOBEMðtÞ and yOBEMðtÞ are state variable and out-
put of the OBEM, respectively. Assuming that the aero-
engine and the OBEM run in parallel, the variable href ðtÞ
represents the health condition derived by the offline tuning
for the OBEM, and the control output umodðtÞ shown in
Figure 6 is obtained from its corresponding actuator model.
It is shown that the structure is simplified because the output
variation caused by nominal control, environmental input,
and component parameters are calculated from the OBEM
[2, 36, 37]. In addition, the output of the OBEM is not influ-
enced by any faulty actuator.

A linear parameter-varying (LPV) model formulated
based on multiple linear models at various operating points
of the aero-engine is introduced into the HKF to adapt to
different working conditions of the aero-engine [42, 43].
By using the LPV form, the model of an HKF can be

described by

Δ _̂x tð Þ = AKal δð ÞΔx̂ tð Þ + KKal δð Þ y tð Þ − ŷ tð Þð Þ,
ŷ tð Þ = CKal δð ÞΔx̂ tð Þ + yOBEM tð Þ,

(
ð4Þ

and its logic is shown in Figure 6.
An HFE is developed to perform fault estimation based

on an HKF in the improved hybrid FTC structure, and it
is similar to the HKF; the OBEM in the HFE can be repre-
sented by

_xOBEM tð Þ = f xOBEM tð Þ, û tð Þ, ĥ tð Þ
� �

,

yOBEM tð Þ = g xOBEM tð Þ, û tð Þ, ĥ tð Þ, f̂ s tð Þ
� �

,

8><
>: ð5Þ

where ûðtÞ = umodðtÞ + f̂ aðtÞ, ĥðtÞ, and f̂ sðtÞ are the actu-
ator model output, the component health parameter devia-
tion, and sensor fault obtained from the HKF based on the
OBEM, respectively. Because the output deriving from
OBEM does not affect the variables ĥðtÞ, f̂ aðtÞ, and f̂ sðtÞ, it
is not necessary to estimate the measurable output of an
engine by HKF. As a result, the structure of HKF in the non-
linear estimated system can be simplified by

Δ _x∧′ tð Þ = AKal′ Δx∧′ tð Þ + KKal′ y tð Þ − yOBEM tð Þð Þ, ð6Þ

where x∧′ðtÞ = f sðtÞ f aðtÞ hðtÞ½ �T and KKal′ = k2.
Since AKal′ and KKal′ are parts of AKal and KKal , respectively,
AKal′ becomes a zero matrix, and CKal′ is changed to the iden-
tity matrix [2, 37]. Hence, the Kalman filter becomes

Δ _x∧′ tð Þ = KKal′ y tð Þ − yOBEM tð Þð Þ, ð7Þ

and the HFE can be rewritten as

Δ _x∧′ tð Þ = KKal′ y tð Þ − yOBEM tð Þð Þ,
ŷ tð Þ = yOBEM tð Þ:

(
ð8Þ

It is found in the equations above that the form is very
similar to a traditional closed loop system.

3.2.2. Convergence Proof of Improved HFE. The HKF used in
this paper performs a first-order approximation to the last
estimate of the nonlinear model. However, few articles have
discussed the convergence of this method. The main diffi-
culty is that the HKF equation is only an approximate equa-
tion. Therefore, the corresponding propagation equation is
available only when the estimated value belongs to the
neighborhood of the actual state.

According to the principle of the HKF, the Kalman filter
for state and output estimations of the system can be
described as follows:

(1) Prior estimation error

Table 1: Components health parameter degradation.

Component
Flow capacity

(F)
Efficiency

(η)
Ratio

(ΔF : Δη)
Range

HPC
fouling

FHPC↓ ηHPC↓ 3 : 1
(0–
6%)

(0–
2%)

HPC
erosion

FHPC↓ ηHPC↓ 2 : 1
(0–
6%)

(0–
3%)

HPT
fouling

FHPT↓ ηHPT↓ 2 : 1
(0–
4%)

(0–
2%)

HPT
erosion

FHPT↑ ηHPT↓ 2 : 1
(0–
4%)

(0–
2%)
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e− tð Þ = Δx tð Þ − Δx− tð Þ: ð9Þ

(2) Posterior estimation error

e tð Þ = Δx tð Þ − Δx̂ tð Þ: ð10Þ

(3) Output estimation error

~e tð Þ = Δy tð Þ − Δŷ tð Þ: ð11Þ

And the candidate Lyapunov function can be selected by

V tð Þ = e tð ÞTPe tð Þ,
V t + kð Þ = eT t + kð ÞPe t + kð Þ:

ð12Þ

The purpose of the analysis is to determine the con-
straint of fVðt + kÞgk=1,⋯ to deduce that it is in decreasing
sequence. Usually, the analysis of KF uses first-order expan-
sion to be approximately equal to

~e t + kð Þ ≈He− t + kð Þ,
e− t + kð Þ ≈ Ae tð Þ:

ð13Þ

Due to the first-order linearization, there exist state and
output estimation errors in KF. In order to have a rigorous
convergence analysis, these neglected errors should be con-
sidered to obtain accurate equations. Hence, the unknown
diagonal matrices αi = diag fαi,⋯,αi+1g and βj = diag fβ1,
⋯,βjg are introduced to prove that Lyapunov function is
in a decreasing sequence. It can be obtained by

He− t + kð Þ = αi~e t + kð Þ, ð14Þ

e− t + kð Þ = βjAe tð Þ: ð15Þ
Actually, a strictly decreasing Lyapunov function

depends closely on the choosing of R and Q. So

e t + kð Þ = e− t + kð Þ − P−HT HP−HT + R
� �−1

~e t + kð Þ,
PHTR−1 = P− HP−HT + R

� �−1,
P−1 = P−ð Þ−1 +HTR−1H:

ð16Þ

Engine
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controller
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Switching
module 

Kalman
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Reference
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compensator
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fa fs

Figure 3: The proposed schematic of the improved hybrid FTC structure.
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Figure 4: Working process in the improved hybrid FTC structure.
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Combined with above two equations, the Lyapunov can-
didate function can be obtained by

V t + kð Þ = e− t + kð Þ − PHTR−1~e t + kð Þ� �T
P e− t + kð Þð

− PHTR−1~e t + kð Þ�, ð17Þ

or equivalent to

V t + kð Þ = e− t + kð Þð ÞTP−e− t + kð Þ
− e− t + kð Þð ÞTHTR−1~e t + kð Þ
− ~eT t + kð ÞR−1He− t + kð Þ
+ ~eT t + kð ÞR−1HPHTR−1~e t + kð Þ,

ð18Þ

V− t + kð Þ = e− t + kð Þð ÞTP−e− t + kð Þ: ð19Þ
Combining (14), (15), (18), and (19), we have

V t + kð Þ = V− t + kð Þ +~eT t + kð Þ
� αiR

−1αi − αiR
−1 − R−1αi + R−1HPHTR−1� �

~e t + kð Þ,
V− t + kð Þ = eT tð ÞATβj APA

T +Q
� �−1

βjAe tð Þ:
ð20Þ

fVðt + kÞgk=1,⋯ is in the decreasing sequence. It means
that

V t + kð Þ − V tð Þ =V t + kð Þ − V− t + kð Þ + V− t + kð Þ −V tð Þ ≤ 0,
ð21Þ

i.e.,

V t + kð Þ − V tð Þ =~eT t + kð Þ αiR
−1αi − αiR

−1R−1αi
�

+ R−1HPHTR−1�~e t + kð Þ:
ð22Þ

In order to derive Vðt + kÞ −VðtÞ ≤ 0, it should exist

αiR
−1αi − αiR

−1 − R−1αi + R−1HPHTR−1 ≤ 0, ð23Þ

ATβj APA
T +Q

� �−1
βjA − P−1 ≤ 0: ð24Þ

Before deriving the conclusion of this paper, two useful
lemmas are established in advance.

Lemma 1. Assuming that each element in αi is bounded in

1 −
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − Δt+k

p
≤ αi ≤ 1 +

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − Δt+k

p
, i = 1,⋯, pð Þ, ð25Þ

with

Δt+k = λmax Rð Þλmax R−1HPHTR−1� �
: ð26Þ

R is selected to satisfy Δt+k ≤ 1, and λmaxð·Þ is the symbol
of maximum eigenvalue. Then, (23) is verified.

Proof. As the eigenvalues sr corresponded to αri of αi are of
following properties

αisr = αrisr , ð27Þ

Engine Kalman filterAactuator
Command

Actuator
model OBEM+

+ +

+

Estimated health parameter

Actuator fault

WSSR
module

Sensor fault

Measured output

Computed output

u

umod

Figure 5: General structure of an improved HFE.
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sTr αi = sTr αri: ð28Þ

From (23),

sTr αiR
−1αi − αiR

−1 − R−1αi + R−1HPHTR−1� �
sr ≤ 0: ð29Þ

Combining (27), (28) with (29) deduces

α2riR
−1 − 2αriR−1 + R−1HPHTR−1 ≤ 0: ð30Þ

According to the measure of matrix properties [44], the
left side of (30) can be transformed into

μ α2riR
−1 − 2αriR−1 + R−1HPHTR−1� �

≤ μ α2riR
−1 − 2αriR−1� �

+ μ R−1HPHTR−1� �
:

ð31Þ

The symbol μð·Þ is defined as μðAÞ = λmaxðAT + A/2Þ.
(31) can be transferred into

λmax α2riR
−1 − 2αriR−1 + R−1HPHTR−1� �

≤ λmax α2riR
−1 − 2αriR−1� �

+ λmax R−1HPHTR−1� � ð32Þ

Therefore, under the constraint of (25), (26) and com-
bined with (32), (23) is satisfied. This completes the proof.☐

Lemma 2. Assuming that each element in βmj of βj is
bounded in

− ffiffiffiffiffi
ηk

p ≤ βmj ≤
ffiffiffiffiffi
ηk

p , j = 1,⋯, nð Þ, ð33Þ

with

ηk =
λmin APAT +Q

� �
λmin APAT� � : ð34Þ

Then, (24) is verified.

Proof. As the eigenvalues um corresponded to βmj of βj are of
following properties:

βjum = βmjum, ð35Þ

uTmβj = uTmβmj: ð36Þ
Knowing that A is reversible, (24) is equivalent to

βj APA
T +Q

� �−1
βj − A−TP−1A−1 ≤ 0: ð37Þ

Combining (35) and (36) with (38), it can be gotten

β2
mj APA

T +Q
� �−1 − A−TP−1A−1 ≤ 0: ð38Þ

As mentioned in Lemma 1,

β2
mjλmax APAT +Q

� �−1 − λmax A−TP−1A−1� �
≤ 0: ð39Þ

Hence, the convergence of improving HFE is proved.☐

3.2.3. Design of FTC. In a fault estimation-based FTC system,
the controller can correct the control signal according to the
fault information provided by the improved HFE system,
and it can reduce the effect by the degradation or fault and
maintain the aero-engine performance.

According to Figure 3, there are two parts in the FTC
module, one is the baseline controller which is realized
through static state feedback method. The baseline control-
ler is

Δub tð Þ = KbΔx tð Þ, ð40Þ

where ubðtÞ denotes the baseline controller, and the
closed loop system can be written by

Δ _x tð Þ = A + BKbð ÞΔx tð Þ + LΔh tð Þ,
Δy tð Þ = C +DKbð ÞΔx tð Þ +MΔh tð Þ:

(
ð41Þ

Taking actuator fault into the above closed loop system

Engine

Actuator 1

Actuator i
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Sensor 1

Sensor j

Sensor n

Switching 
module 1

Estimated
actuator fault
information

Estimated
sensor fault

information Switching
module 2 

Faulty
sensor j

Faulty
actuator i 

......

......

......

......

KF

h

Figure 7: Output switching logic of the Kalman filter in the improved hybrid FTC structure.
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(41), the closed loop system can be rewritten as

Δ _x tð Þ = A + BKbð ÞΔx tð Þ + LΔh tð Þ + Bf a tð Þ,
Δy tð Þ = C +DKbð ÞΔx tð Þ +MΔh tð Þ +Df a tð Þ:

(
ð42Þ

Another part in the FTC module is the compensator. In
order to eliminate the effect of the actuator fault, the fault
compensation signal should be added into the control signal,
and the control signal can be

Δu tð Þ = Δub tð Þ − Ka f̂ a tð Þ, ð43Þ

and the closed loop with sensor fault can be represented by

Δ _x tð Þ = A + BKbð ÞΔx tð Þ + LΔh tð Þ + B f a tð Þ − Ka f̂ a tð Þ
� �

,

Δy tð Þ = C +DKbð ÞΔx tð Þ +MΔh tð Þ +D f a tð Þ − Ka f̂ a tð Þ
� �

+Vf s tð Þ:

8><
>:

ð44Þ

If the sensor fault signal happens to be the corre-
sponding control input signal, in order to eliminate the
effect of the sensor fault, the fault-tolerant compensation
signal needs to be introduced into the input signal of the
controller as

Δu tð Þ = Kb Δx tð Þ − Ks f̂ s tð Þ
� �

− Ka f̂ a tð Þ
� �

, ð45Þ
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and the compensator is

Δucom tð Þ = −Kb Ks f̂ s tð Þ + Ka f̂ a tð Þ
� �

: ð46Þ

The closed loop system is

_xcl tð Þ = Aclxcl tð Þ + Bclw tð Þ,
y tð Þ = Cclxcl tð Þ +Dclw tð Þ,

(
ð47Þ

where

xcl =

Δx tð Þ
h tð Þ
f a tð Þ
f s tð Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775
,w tð Þ =

f̂ a tð Þ

f̂ s tð Þ

2
4

3
5, Acl =

A + BKb L B 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
, Bcl

=

−BKbKa −BKbKs

0 0

0 0

0 0

2
6666664

3
7777775
,

Ccl = C +DKb M D V½ �,Dcl = −DKbKa −DKbKs½ �:
ð48Þ

In this paper, the estimated faults of actuator or sensor
f̂ aðtÞ and f̂ sðtÞ are regarded as disturbance variables, and
the closed system performance requirement is to design
the controller (45) for the simultaneous faults of sensor
and actuator when the aero-engine component health
parameter degradation is stable and an H∞ performance
constraint is satisfied

Ccl sI − Aclð Þ−1Bcl +Dcl

�� ��
∞ < γ: ð49Þ

Theorem 3. The closed loop system (47) is stable with an
H∞ performance index γ, if there exist symmetric positive
definite matrix X, and matrices W1, W2, and W3 such that
the following LMI (50) holds, and the state feedback con-
troller (45) gain matrices can be obtained by

AX + BW1ð Þ + A + BW1ð ÞT L B 0 −BW2 −BW3 CX +DW1ð ÞT

∗ 0 0 0 0 0 MT

∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 DT

∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 VT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ 0 − DW2ð ÞT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ − DW3ð ÞT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

< 0,

ð50Þ

Kb =W1X
−1,

Ka = K−1
b W2,

Ks = K−1
b W3:

ð51Þ

The proof is given in the Appendix.

3.2.4. Improved Hybrid FTC Structure. In the traditional
FTC structure, the FTC starts after the estimation process

EEC Power Supplier

BUS Converter

Digital
signals I/O 

Analog
signals I/O 

Figure 12: The electronic engine controller in the semiphysical platform (it is reproduced from [32]).

Fuel pumpFuel actuator Electric control cabinet

Figure 13: The fuel supply system and electric control cabinet in
the platform (it is reproduced from [32]).
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of the fault is completed; however, the influence of the fault
is still in the estimation process. If the fault estimation pro-
cess and FTC can be combined, the time that the closed-loop
system costs can be reduced, and the influence caused by the
fault can be minimized in a short time. As shown in Figure 3,
the improved hybrid FTC structure proposed in this paper is
based on improved HFE and FTC. An OBEM is introduced
into the structure to track the aero-engine output based on
the information obtained from the Kalman filter, and it is
also used as the baseline model in the improved HFE
process.

In this improved hybrid FTC structure, in order to
reduce the influence of the fault caused by the actuator, the
estimated faulty actuator information by the Kalman filter
is used to adjust the control signal to the baseline control
system. At the same time, the estimated sensor fault infor-
mation by the Kalman filter is used to correct the value of
the faulty sensor. Therefore, both the estimation and FTC
processes can be merged into one process. In order to distin-
guish different types of faults in the system, a switching
module is designed in the structure, and the switching mech-
anism is shown in Figure 7.

3.2.5. FDI Structure. The validation of the Kalman filter esti-
mates is generally done by checking residuals or the differ-
ences between the measured and estimated

degradation/fault output values. In our previous study [45],
a weighted sum of squared residuals (WSSR) is designed to
indicate the presence of a fault or degradation by

WSSRi
HKF =Wi

r eiHKF
� �T

eiHKF,

WSSRi
OBEM =Wi

r eiOBEM
� �T

eiOBEM,
ð52Þ

where eiHKF = yiðtÞ − y∧iðtÞ, eiOBEM = yiðtÞ − yiOBEMðtÞ,
and yiðtÞ denote the ith signal (faulty signal generated by
sensor or actuator) removed from the yðtÞ, y∧iðtÞ is the out-
put of the corresponding HKF, and yiOBEMðtÞ is the baseline
output of the OBEM. The calculation structure of the WSSR
for sensor location as an example is illustrated in Figure 8.
The thresholds such as α and β can be obtained by [26].

3.2.6. Channel Switching Mechanism and Algorithm. As dis-
cussed above, without the fault information provided by
FDI, the working process of the improved hybrid FTC will
not be able to start, and it leads to both the estimation and
FTC processes stop running. Hence, a switching module is
provided, and the structure is shown in Figure 9 The switch-
ing mechanism can be referred to [45], and the switching
algorithm is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 14: The interface of the host computer.
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Experimental Setup. In order to verify the feasibility of
the method proposed in this paper, a semiphysical platform
for aero-engine multiple fault diagnosis and tolerant control
is built up, and its structure is shown in Figure 11.

In this platform, the aero-engine is a virtual NCL model
running in the simulator block, and its function is to simu-
late the component degradation during an experiment.
Besides, the diagnosis and fault-tolerant control algorithms
are also implemented in the same block. In the host com-
puter, the control reference, e.g., power level angle (PLA),
is employed, and the experimental data can also be saved
and analyzed in this block. While in the hardware/physical
component block, an electronic engine control (EEC) unit
is installed in the platform, as shown in Figure 12, it is con-
nected to the fuel flow regulating assembly consisting of an
actuator and a fuel pump (as shown in Figure 13). In order
to simplify the simulation, the VBV actuator is not used
herein. One speed sensor is attached to the fuel pump and
EEC unit to measure the high pressure spool speed to obtain
the real engine speed according to the transmission ratio.
The interface of the platform is shown in Figure 14. In this
paper, the LPV form model is provided to verify the feasibil-
ity of the improved hybrid FTC algorithm, and one selected
working point is shown in the Appendix.

4.2. Simulations and Experimental Results. This steady state
is taken to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed method
in simulation. In practice, nominal values of any steady state
will be accessible via an LPV model. The experiment is
implemented based on the improved HFE under the condi-
tion that the sensor fault and the actuator fault and the com-
ponent parameter degradation coexist when the engine is
subject to steady state. In this paper, a fault in the fuel valve
opening which results in a constant deviation of fuel input is
taken as an example. Sensors are set to monitor tempera-

tures and pressures that are put into controllers. Errors in
sensors may cause failure of the control law. Constant devi-
ations in sensor values are taken into consideration in this
section, assuming that the spool speed sensor of NL has a
bias of −500r/min at t = 1s, which causes the input of fuel
to decrease 0:05Âkg/s and the efficiencies of the fan and
the HPC 1%. The simulation results are shown in Figure 15.

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the estimations of the
improved HFE, Figures 15(c) and 15(d) show the compo-
nent parameter degradation estimation of the improved
HFE, and Figures 15(e) and 15(f) reveal the output of the
improved HFE. It is found from the simulation results that
the variation of faults combined with the engine component
parameter degradation can be estimated based on the
improved HFE. In addition, the OBEM’s output can be uti-
lized to track the engine sensor output based on the result
estimated by the Kalman filter in the improved HFE.

The next experiment shows the comparison between the
improved hybrid FTC system and improved HFE-based FTC
system when the engine works under the steady-state condi-
tion in the semiphysical platform, and its results are shown
in Figure 16. When the spool speed sensor of NL has the bias
of -500 r/min at t = 1 s, the fuel input decreases 0.05kg/s.

Figures 16(a) and 16(b) show the fault signal of the FDI,
Figures 16(c) and 16(d) show comparison between the two
FTC systems, and Figures 16(e) and 16(f) show the estima-
tion results. The FTC system is based on the AHFE and con-
sists of three parts, including the fault location process, the
fault estimation process, and the FTC. While the improved
hybrid FTC consists of two parts, including the fault location
process and the FTC process (as shown in Figure 16(c)).

It is shown in Figures 16(a) and 16(b) that the fault loca-
tion signal of the FDI generates at t = 2:7 s, and in turn, the
location of the faulty sensors and actuators are determined.
Providing the fault information of the FDI, the FTC pro-
cesses of the hybrid FTC system and the FTC based on the
AHFE are initiated. Figures 16(c) and 16(d) show that the
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Figure 16: Comparison of experimental results between the improved hybrid FTC system and the improved HFE-based FTC system.
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output of NL and NH of the hybrid FTC system can return to
its initial state within 15 s. Compared with the improved
hybrid FTC, it takes much time to return to its initial value
in the estimation process of the FTC based on the improved
HFE. Figures 16(e) and 16(f) show the time difference
between the improved hybrid FTC and the improved HFE in
sensor and actuator fault estimation. Benefiting from the fault
information transformed to the regular by estimating the var-
iation of sensor and actuator faults, the improved hybrid FTC
forces the engine output to track the OBEM output. However,
in the FTC based on AHFE, this process has to be imple-
mented after the estimation process is finished. It means that
the influence of faults has been existing during the whole esti-
mation process in the improved HFE-based FTC, and the sys-
tem needs more time to complete the regulation process than
the estimation process in the improved hybrid FTC.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, the FTC solution for simultaneous faults of
actuators and sensors of an aero-engine, together with com-
ponent degradation, was investigated. An improved hybrid
FTC structure was proposed to keep the performance of
the aero-engine closed-loop system under some harsh con-
ditions. Some typical faults were simulated in flight envelope
to provide the aero-engine component performance degra-
dation data. By designing fault location and corresponding
fault observers, the structure and design procedure of
improved hybrid FTC was established. Compared with the
traditional fault diagnosis and then fault-tolerant control
method, the improved hybrid FTC structure proposed in

this paper combined the fault estimation process and the
FTC process into one process, and the influence of different
faults/degradation in the aero-engine system can be reduced
in a shorter time. Moreover, the simultaneous sensor and
actuator faults were considered as the disturbance of the
closed loop control system in the fault tolerant controller
and a robust H∞ state feedback controller under it is
designed. The switching algorithm serving for the FDI and
improved hybrid FTC channels on basis of the switching
scheme was provided. The semiphysical experiments were
conducted to verify that the improved hybrid FTC algorithm
can distinguish different types of failure in aero-engine
closed-loop system and complete online fault estimation
and FTC at the same time. In future research, a real-time
diagnostics system used to deal with the concurrent faults
in actuator and sensor will be developed.

Appendix

A.1. Appendix: Proof of Theorem

Proof. According to (49), the inequality matrix can be
obtained by

AT
clP + PAcl PBcl CT

cl

∗ −γI DT
cl

∗ ∗ −γI

2
664

3
775 < 0, ðA:1Þ

and substituting (47) into the above inequality matrix yields,

ATP + PA + KT
b B

TP + PBKb PL PB 0 −PBKbKa −PBKbKs C +DKbð ÞT

∗ 0 0 0 0 0 MT

∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 DT

∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 VT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ 0 − DKbKað ÞT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ − DKbKsð ÞT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

< 0: ðA:2Þ
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Pre- and postumuliplying (A.2) by diag ðP−1,−I,−I,−I,−
I,−I,−IÞ yields

By defining X = P−1, KbP
−1 =W1, KbKa =W2, KbKs =

W3, the inequality matrix (50) can be satisfied.☐

A.2. Data of the Aero-Engine

In order to show the variation of engine component param-
eter degradation deriving from the model directly, the static

state is set by x = 8195 4890½ �T as a selected working
point, and the corresponding matrices are obtained shown
in (A.4).

AP−1 + BKbP
−1 + AP−1 + BKbP

−1� �T
L B 0 −BKbKa −BKbKs CP−1 +DKbP

−1� �T
∗ 0 0 0 0 0 MT

∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 DT

∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 VT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ 0 − DKbKað ÞT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ − DKbKsð ÞT

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ −γ

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

< 0: ðA:3Þ

A =
−1:24 −0:90

0:44 −0:98

" #
, B =

9:43 × 10−3

2:87 × 10−3

" #
, C =

1 0

0 1

−2:24 × 10−4 8:78 × 10−3

−0:38 11:90

−2:96 × 10−2 −8:70 × 10−2

3:57 5:99

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
,

D =

0

0

8:64 × 10−2

1:41 × 102

756

2:12 × 104

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
, L =

3:29 × 102 −9:73 × 103 −1:35 × 104 −3:40 × 101

−3:30 × 103 8:42 × 102 1:01 × 103 −3:57 × 103

" #
,

M =

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2:67 × 101 6:68 × 10−2 5:77 × 10−2 3:62 × 10−2

1:51 × 103 1:14 × 102 9:91 × 101 7:01 × 101

6:65 × 101 2:41 × 102 2:68 × 102 2:03 × 102

−2:15 × 103 6:20 × 103 7:51 × 103 5:90 × 103

2
666666666664

3
777777777775
:

ðA:4Þ
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And the gain matrices are shown in (A.5).
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